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ABSTRACT 
The research work connects with the implementation of positive output Relift luo converter with PV based BFO optimized 

neuro control theory for Electrophoretic deposition. The above chosen converter is newly developed acumen DC to DC converter with 

voltage lift technique. The green energy from photo voltaic cell was feed to the power converter with suitable pre modelled PV array. 

The dynamic behavioural characteristics of power electronic converters is too much nonlinear due to the nature of switching and varying 

nature of time .the ANN based feed forward controller is proposed for the developed novel converter[. off line trained quasi Newton 

back propagation algorithm was developed through bacterial foraging optimization for the current research work. The Bio assisted 

foraging behaviour of bacterium was developed as an algorithm to manipulate the effectiveness of the industrial application. The closed 

loop performance analysis of the above converter using software simulation (MATLAB) as well as proto type implementation with 

TMS320F2407 was validated for the application of  Electrophoretic deposition .Applications such as electrode position by using anodes 

and cathodes ,electro coating are the recently developed processes with respect to voltage lift converters . For various conditions like 

supply disturbances and load changes the performance of the converter   to be found better. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DC to DC converter produces regulated output voltage for unregulated input voltage. LUO converter is newly designed series 

of voltage lift converters in terms of DC voltage. LUO converter possess simple structure, reduced ripple, compact size, which are 

essential features for modern power electronic equipment. PORLL produces positive load voltage with respect to positive line voltage 

and also it boost the input voltage by using voltage lift technique with two stages. Load variation and supply disturbances of PORLL 

converter is well regulated under the above conditions. Three layer neural networks based off line trained back propagation algorithm 

and bio inspired bacterial foraging algorithm are used to obtain the better voltage regulation with lower steady state error. The error in 

the output voltage of the converter is termed as voltage error for the controller input and modulated duty cycle is the output of the 

network. The software simulation with help of MATLAB is validated in terms of its performance analysis for electrophoresis 

application. The movement of E.coli bacteria in terms of its basic life cycle (chemotaxis, swarming, reproduction, elimination dispersal) 

gives the efficient solution for non-gradient solution. The performance results for simulation as well as prototype implementation results 

are concluded with the similarity for its better control actions. 

Positive Output Relift LUO Converter: LUO converters have the characteristics of high voltage transfer ratio, much power density, 

and negligible ripple in voltage and current in simple topology the voltage transfer gain of the PORLL converter is: Where k is the duty 

ratio. The positive output Relift converter circuit represented by the below diagram with Figure.1. it consists of dual MOSFET switches 

which are named as S,S1.three inductors Lo,L1,L2 four number of  capacitors with notations  C,C1,C2,C3 and also  the diodes 

D1,D2,D3. The positive output re-lift Luo (PORLL) converter has two voltage lift circuits and the converter is shown in Figure. 

Compared with the POSLL converter, an extra VLC, which consists of a capacitor C2 across the diode D2, in the circuit. Another switch 

S1 is implemented, as shown in the Figure. It is turned on and off at the same time as the switch S. The positions of capacitors, C1 and 

C2, are same that of the equivalents circuits of the PORLL converter with PV source array. 

Solar PV Panel: The modelling of the Solar PV Panel is based on the equivalent circuit of the PV panel. The      equivalent   circuit 

diagram of the PV Panel is show below in the diagram. The basic equation from the theory of   semiconductors that mathematically 

describes the I–V characteristic of the ideal PV cell                                               

Neuro controller: ANN consists of simple large interconnected working element to process a system with structure of brain’s cerebral 

cortex which is based on Neural Network is depicted in Figure.2. Neural network is trained with the help of already aware examples to 

get the information about the problem. Neural Network has supervised and unsupervised learning process to get the desired output of 

the system. In this work of line trained back propagation algorithm is used to obtain the desired output the details which are necessary 

for the analysis will take from the voltage transfer ratio. The minimum value of MSE is 1e-7.LEARNGDM function with momentum 

weight/bias learning used in this work. Learning rate is 0.02 and momentum constant is 0.8.the offline trained back propagation 

algorithm is based on gradient type minimization. Linear function for output layer, the no of epochs gets reduced and also the 

performance also gradually increased. 

Bacterial foraging algorithm: chemotaxis -> Swarming Reproduction-> Elimination dispersal: The process of locomotion via 

flagella in a bacterium through the two process like tumble and swim can be achieved in both direction which can illustrated in figure 

3.Swarming is the process of making group in terms of circle and move towards in forward direction .due to the effect of nutrient effect 

it will split in to small groups with the help of succinate. The less immune bacteria will frequently die .then the healthiest bacteria will 

gradually developed its generation asexually with its same replica. Due to the harmful environmental conditions (temperature) the life 

cycle of the bacteria will be die or eventually move towards the healthiest part of the eco system. 

Simulation results: The Simulink Diagram of Positive Output Relift LUO converter with resistive Load is depicted in 

Figure.4.Figures.5-6 show the closed loop response of start-up of output voltage and current of the positive output re-lift Luo converter 

with neuro controller. Figure.7 display the simulated output voltage of the positive output re-lift Luo converter with 20% line 
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disturbances at t=0.01 sec and 0.03 sec respectively with neuro optimized fuzzy controller and nominal load 10 Figure 8 illustrate the 

simulated output voltage of the same converter with 20% load disturbances with neuro optimized BFA controller at t=0.04sec and 0.06 

sec respectively. 
Experimental implementation:  

Electro phoresis and its principle: when the electrically(positive and negative) charged biomolecules present in an electric field it    

will move towards the direction of opposite to the electrode due to electrostatic attraction. This phenomenon is otherwise known as 

separation of charged bio molecules from the electric field. 

Creation and running of agarose gel: Test champer and power units both are the important equipments in running of agarose gel 

Trays for gelcasting: To maintain the gel is being cast with UV transparent plastic   

Model combs: Model combs are used to create the protective well in the gel medium Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) is acting as a buffer for 

electro phoresis during loading of buffer the dense glycerol allow fall to sampling, which will navigate the gel and visually monitoring 

the     electrophoresis process 

Staining: Staining process can be easily achieved with the help of soaking of gel in the ethidium bromide alternatively 1-anilino 8-

naphthalene sulphonate is the solution for staining for DNA visualization. 

Ultraviolet illuminator: The equipment is used to visualize the stained molecules. 

Preparation: The experimental set up of gel electro phoresis was depicted in figure 9 with essential power converter for power supply. 

In order to prepare the molten solution the buffer is mixed with agarose powder and heated in microwave oven. Finally ethidium boride 

is mixed with proper proportion to view the DNA with the cooling about 60 degree celcius, the comb will be removed after the 

solidification process then the DNA sample will put it in to the sampled wells. With the help of power converter current injected to the 

electrodes, and hence the bubbles comes off electrode, so that the DNA move towards the positive electrode with the color of red  

Navigation of DNA in agarose: Elements of virtual DNA navigate through this gel with mobility; it is indirectly proportional to log10 

of molecular weight. Circular shaped DNA migrate differed from lineared DNA. On the other hand the uncut plasmid DNA will navigate 

or migrate rather than linearized one. Super coiled structure and nicked circles in (figure 10) both are the different forms of uncut 

plasmids, There more important factors has the effect on mobility, which will be express as, Gel concentration .The main important 

factor is  

Concentration: If it is less means larger resolution of DNA. Higher concentration leads to less resolution of DNA. The various 

concentration of agarose gel with the same applied voltage the larger DNA fragments were easily resolved in0.75% and least fragments 

of DNA was well resolved in 1.5% agarose solution which was shown in figure 11 

Voltage: For the applied voltage larger DNA navigate faster than least fragments ,so for that probably 2kb fragment was used commonly 

with no more than 5v per cm 

Buffer: TAE (Tris-acetate-EDTA) and TBE (Tris-borate-EDTA) are the most commonly used buffers because of its ionic strengh. The 

essential application of buffer is the proper migration  

Ethidium bromide: It is a fluorescent dye, it consistently used in visualization of fragments of DNA molecules. 
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Figure.1.Relift LUO Converter Figure.2. SIMULINK block of neural network 

 

 
Figure.3.Bacteria in swim and tumble stage Figure.4.Simulation Diagram of  LUO Converter 

 
Figure.5, 6, 7, 8-output voltage and current, and its disturbances 
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Figure. 9, 10, 11-Eeperimenation, DNA fragments and its different concentration 

 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed converter efficiently reduces effect of parasitic elements and other operational. This work introduced the 

advanced voltage lift techniques to be successfully applied in the DC-DC converter design and bacterial foraging algorithm with neuro 

controller but the same time it gives the better regulation for nonlinear, time variant systems than traditional controllers. The simulation 

results by using simulation software show that the proposed neuro controller regulates satisfactorily the output voltage of Positive 

Output Re-Lift Luo converter irrespective of line and load changes. The proposed neuro controller that effectively rejects changes in 

DC supply voltage and load resistance which achieves fast tracking of the converter output voltage. For electrophoresis application 

agarose gel is consistently used to visualize the fragments of DNA. 
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